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Turning a huge corner
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2014

The capital, Dublin, shows the strongest recovery in the country
iReLanD’s ReCOVeRy has been a
slow and painful process, but over
the last 12 months it appears to have
finally left the worst of the financial
crisis behind. This year gross domestic product is expected to grow
by 3 percent.
after the country joined the european Community in 1973, it was
transformed from a largely agricultural society into a modern, hightechnology economy.
ireland’s economy began to grow
rapidly in the 1990s, fuelled by foreign investment. The boom that
earned ireland the nickname of
“Celtic Tiger” faltered when the country fell into recession in 2008.
The irish economy underwent one
of the deepest recessions in the eurozone, with its economy shrinking
by 10 percent in 2009.
in november 2010, the e.u./i.M.F.
agreed to bail out ireland to the tune
of €67.5bn (of the overall €85bn program), on condition that the country
met strict austerity measures and
that the government agreed to implement structural reforms and accept three-monthly reviews of the
country’s progress.
The new government led by enda Kenny endorsed ireland's commitment to the e.u.-backed
austerity program, and in December 2013 ireland became the first
eurozone nation to fulfil the conditions required for it to exit the strict
bailout regime. Prime Minister Kenny commented that “ireland has
taken major steps forward in the
last year. after three years of sacrifice, hard work, and rebuilding,
we successfully exited the
e.u./i.M.F. bailout last December.
We have successfully re-entered
the bond markets at historically
low levels.”
ireland will gradually fund itself
from the markets. “We are confident
we are making a clean exit,” said Finance Minister Michael noonan at
the time of exiting the process.
The irish economy has pulled out
of the deep recession started during the financial crisis, but the experience has left permanent scars on
the national psyche. a survey (Growing up in ireland – 2013) found that
60 percent of families were struggling to make ends meet.
so ireland is the first of the bailedout countries to step free from its
economy being overseen by the troika – the european Commission, european Central bank and
international Monetary Fund. it is an
impressive goal that stimulated the
creation of this report.
Our team spent some time in the

preventing the consumer from
spending money on more employment-generating consumption.”
John Kennedy, president of the
Western europe division of drinks
company Diageo – which owns brands
such as baileys and Guinness – agrees
that personal tax cuts would help to
stimulate growth. “The economy is
starting to move in the right direction.
People still feel cautious and do not
want to spend their money, and that
is the last hurdle – creating more confidence,” he says.
“if the government could introduce some tax changes, and say
‘you can have more money in your
pocket’ i think we would see some
big benefits from that.”

country talking to local enterpreneurs, chief executives of big multinationals and people on the street.
breathing ireland’s fresh summer air
we found a cautious-optimistic population still apprehensive from the
pain but proudly pointing their
strengths – especially the educated, young and diverse workforce.
Their opinions will show, in the pages
to follow, views from different sectors of the economy and will highlight successful stories of companies
that managed to survive the bad moments they endured over recent
years.
The major discussion in most interviews has been whether the country has turned the corner of the

U.S. President Barack Obama and
Irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny

“

The U.S. is Ireland’s largest source of
inward investment, with 585 U.S.
corporations”
Enda Kenny, Prime Minister

financial, then the economic crisis,
headlined all over the world.
“under no circumstances must
anyone believe that ireland has
turned a corner, advises Christoph
Mueller, chief executive of national
airline carrier aer Lingus. “We see the
corner – we are about to turn. but
it is a long corner.” Mr. Mueller believes the irish economy has all the
right credentials to succeed, but says
there are still challenges ahead. “The
biggest impediment to the irish economy at the moment is that the cost
of living keeps increasing.”
For him,high personal taxation remains an obstacle to growth. “Water, T.V. charges, road tax – they are

Despite the hardships of austerity – such as increased taxation and
public sector cuts – people have accepted the tough measures with forbearance, says anne O’Leary, chief
executive of telecommunications
company Vodafone ireland.
“i am proud of what we have done.
There has been a lot of austerity for
people and personal tax is high,”
she says. “i would hope that the government can now start to ease the
[tax] burden on people… and on business.”
she says there is a growing sense
of optimism, with their business
clients reporting an improvement in
trade. Most business leaders and

even government officials admit ireland still has a long way to go, but
there is no doubt the economy has
improved.
but at the moment the recovery is
still concentrated in the major cities,
says Herb Hribar, group chief executive of mobile and broadband company eircom.
The country currently has a twotier economy, he says. “it is very
strong in Dublin and Galway and the
other urban centers – there is a real optimism that ireland is going to
turn a corner”, says Hribar. “so we
are seeing a lot of interest from investors and potential investors. On
the other hand, if you get outside
the major urban centers i’m not sure
they’re seeing the same sorts of
growth. We have work to do to make
sure some of that growth comes into the more rural areas.”
Declan O’Rourke, general manager of insurance firm aiG ireland,
says that for many people bank credit is still a big challenge in helping
small businesses to grow. “Once the
banking sector is functioning properly again – and i think we are almost
there – then people will start building houses again and employment
will increase.”
Certain sectors are viewed more
favorably by the banks than others,
says aidan Cotter, chief executive
of food agency bord bia.
“The availability of credit is changing. banks are looking more favorably on food and agricultural
products than projects from other
sectors because they realize food
and agriculture has a future,” he says.
The removal of milk quotas next
year by the european union will lead
to ireland having the “fastest growing” milk industry in any part of the
world over the next 10 years, he says.
Julie sinnamon, C.e.O. of development agency enterprise ireland,
agrees that the country’s food industry has been particularly successful.“Within food we have
companies of scale – and for me,
the key objective is to have that level of scaling across other sectors. so
we will develop more i.P.O.s [stock
market launches] from irish technology companies and more companies of scale across software,
medtech and other sectors.”
Martin Murphy, managing director
of i.T. company HP ireland, believes
there is already “a huge movement
of start-up companies in the tech
space.”
He says this makes ireland an attractive place for businesses that
want to surround themselves with a
culture of innovation.
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Long-term outlook is
optimistic
Many businesses cite ireland’s
highly educated population as
one of the key reasons for investing in the country. and Patrick
Prendergast – Provost of Trinity
College Dublin, one of ireland’s
most prestigious universities –
believes that maintaining a high
quality education at all levels will
be key to the country’s future
success.
“Demographically the number
of young people in ireland is exploding, which is not the case in
every european country,” he says.
“This creates a pipeline for talented young people coming
through.”
ireland provides students with
a free university education, but
Prendergast says it has been
challenging to maintain high quality standards in the climate of
austerity. “universities have had
to be more entrepreneurial in how
they find budget,” he says.
The Lord Mayor of Dublin,
Christy burke, believes universities need to meet growing global
demand for technical skills.
One move to help foster more
technology talent is the plan to
merge Dublin’s technology institutes together and build a new
university campus, he says.
“The challenge for the university sector is to be more dynamic in
terms of the new technology sector and making sure enough people are coming through with the
right skills.”
enda Keane, C.e.O. of Treemetrics, a technology company
that specializes in forest management, believes businesses must
look to exports for future growth.
“We have to be more outward
looking. so we have a big challenge for a lot of our smaller companies to be more proficient at
selling internationally, ” he says.
eoin Fahy, Chief economist at
Kleinwort benson investors says
the exports market is in a prime
position for growth following a
number of economic measures already taken by the government.
“it was Obama’s chief of staff
who said ‘never let a good crisis
go to waste’ and i think ireland
has made good use of this crisis.
it has increased competitiveness

quite substantially, not just wage
cuts but other measures too. as a
result i think our exports will be
very competitive going forward,”
he says. Other european countries that have been badly hit by
the recession still have a long way
to go to make their labor markets
more flexible, reduce their structural rigidities and become more
open, he says.
as a result of these measures
the recovery is beginning to be
felt in real terms, says shaun
Murphy, managing partner of accountancy firm KPMG ireland.
“One of the standout success
indicators is the growth in employment right across the economy. The private sector is creating
more than 1,000 jobs a week for
the irish economy,” he says.
However, Mr. Murphy says
there are still wider economic factors to be aware of. “For ireland
the biggest challenge is always
going to be where the global
economy is at.”
Feargal O’Rourke, head of tax
at professional services firm PwC
ireland, agrees: “because we
have such strong inward investment, we are disproportionately
exposed to global trends. so if
the u.s. is doing very well, our recovery is magnified. but equally
the opposite.”
inward investment has been
very positive for ireland, he says.
“We just need to realize we are a
little more exposed than other
countries to how the u.s. economy does.”
but eamonn sinnott, general
manager of technology company
intel ireland, says foreign direct
investment has played an important part in the recovery, but is by
no means the only factor. “sometimes it’s not really what happens
to you in life that is important – it
is how you respond to it. That is
the test of your character.”
During the recession, citizens
and businesses just “knuckled
down and got on with it,” he says.
“There were tough times, perhaps
they had to consolidate their
businesses, but they maintained
an external-orientated focus. This
is why i am particularly confident
about the future.”
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“Exports are crucial to the Irish economy”

CHaRLes FLanaGan is the recently appointed Minister for Foreign affairs and Trade,
since July 11, having previously served as
Minister for Children and youth affairs. He
is also a qualified solicitor who practiced
law for many years; he has published draft
bills and amendments in a range of legislative areas including competition law, corruption, white collar crime, fraud and bribery.
in this interview, the Minister, who arrives in
the united states on 23rd september, for a
series of engagements at the u.n. in new
york, on Capitol Hill and with the large irish
diaspora in the u.s., talks about the challenges ahead:
1. What are the key aspects of Ireland’s Foreign Policy?
Key aspects of our current foreign policy
include our strong commitment to the multilateral system and international law; our
determination to combat poverty through
development aid; working to enhance ireland’s prosperity and ensuring the provision
of excellent services to our citizens.
2. Do you feel Ireland’s international reputation has been restored following the recession?
What more still needs to be done?
ireland’s reputation has improved immeasurably since the crisis. The severity of
the economic challenges we faced in recent
years is well known, but so too is the resolute way in which the irish people have
stood up to those challenges and overcome
them. We committed to a program of economic adjustment and we implemented it;
we set economic targets and not only
achieved, but exceeded them. We have made
a full return to the bond markets and can borrow at historically low interest rates. Our
task now is to continue to communicate ireland’s unique strengths as a place to visit,
to invest and to do business to the widest
possible audience.
3. How important has investment from multinational companies been in the recovery and the
role of Ireland’s relatively low corporation tax
rates?
ireland has one of the world’s most open
economies, and multinational companies are
a central part of it. Foreign direct investment
sustains more than 160,000 jobs in ireland
directly, and many more indirectly. The creation of jobs through F.D.i. has been crucial
in driving recovery; in 2013, we achieved the
highest level of net job creation from F.D.i.
in more than a decade. More than a thousand overseas companies have chosen ireland as their strategic base in europe. Our
stable, low corporate tax rate and an open
and transparent tax system are important
aspects of what ireland offers, but equally
we have a well-educated and talented workforce – ranked first in the world for its flexibility and adaptability – and offer barrier-free
access to the world’s largest consumer market of more than 500 million people across
the european union. We also have a strong
pro-business climate and an enterprise culture, and Forbes describes us as the best
country in the world for business.
4. How important is your relationship with the
United States -- both in terms of Irish trade and

Charles Flanagan, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade
investment in the U.S., and U.S. investment in Ireland?
ireland’s relationship with the united states
is one of extraordinary depth and energy,
and is of the utmost importance for us. The
economic dimension of the relationship is a
clear priority. by far the largest share of Foreign Direct investment into ireland (72 percent in 2013) comes from the u.s. The u.s.
is our largest single market for export of
goods and our second-largest tourism market. i also wish to underline the solid twoway nature of the relationship, as irish
companies investing in the u.s. account for
tens of thousands of jobs.
5. How would a free trade agreement with the
U.S. impact Irish business? And which sectors
would benefit most from a relaxation of barriers?
The ongoing negotiations between the
e.u. and the u.s. on a Transatlantic Trade
and investment Partnership (T.T.i.P.) are most
important, as an agreement has the potential to give a significant boost to economic
growth and employment on both sides of
the atlantic. as the u.s. is one of ireland’s
most important trading partners, irish businesses would clearly benefit from such a
deal. Preliminary analysis indicates that the
life sciences, i.C.T., food and manufacturing sectors are among those sectors likely
to benefit most.
6. Has there been a renewed recognition in the
importance of exports to the Irish economy following the recession? And what will the government do to further promote the exports industry?
exports are crucial to the irish economy –
since 2010, the value of our exports has consistently exceeded our G.D.P.
exports have driven ireland’s economic
recovery, and export levels are now significantly higher than before the crisis. We have
scope to develop our export sector further,
and an important part of my role as Minis-

Irish ambassador to the US still
believes in immigration reform
this is an Hispanic issue.”
as THe DebaTe over
irish diplomats are working
changes to u.s. immigraclosely with the Hispanic
tion continues with legiscommunity. “it’s important
lation currently stalled in
for members of Congress
Congress, the irish amto have a full understanding
bassador to the united
of the issue,” she said.
states has said that she
as well as the deep historstill believes reform will
ical ties, Ms anderson pointtake place: “it is a matter
ed to the current close
of when rather than if.”
economic relationship beDuring her first year as
tween the two countries –
ambassador, anne ananother reason, she bederson has repeatedly
lieves, why immigration recalled for a positive attiform cannot come soon
tude to immigration and
enough.
has argued that, given the
“We have a very healthy and
extraordinarily close ties
very balanced trade relabetween the two countionship,” she said. “ireland
tries, irish citizens should
does extremely well with exbe looked on favorably if
ported goods to the u.s.,
they want to live and work
with a balance of over €13
in the u.s..
billion in our favor.
“i believe that immigraOn the other hand, we’re
tion reform will happen be- Anne Anderson, Irish
an important market for sercause there’s a strong Ambassador to Washington
vices from the u.s., with a
underlying political and
big balance in favor of the u.s. so when you
economic logic for immigration,” said Ms.
put it together, and look at the overall picture
anderson. “immigration reform is good for
in terms of goods and services, you see the
america – all the studies have shown this.”
mutual benefit for both countries.”
she noted the “difficulties” that the reforms
she pointed to the fact that irish exports
are facing in Congress but added that, “We
to the u.s. are often in the high-tech sector
will continue to do all we can to help ensuch as pharmaceuticals, medtech and i.T.
courage progress.” she said that promoting
but she cited other areas of business that are
ireland’s economy and immigration reform
growing, such as the agri-food industry. “Over
are among her top priorities while in office.
the past five years, our agri-food exports to
Ms. anderson, who arrived in Washington
the u.s. have grown by over 40 percent. That
in august 2013, the first woman to be apgrowth is driven primarily by dairy and bevpointed to the job, pointed to the estimated
erages.”
50,000 irish nationals in the u.s. who are “unMs. anderson also emphasized the very
documented”, and to the difficulties created
strong cultural ties between the two counby this state of affairs.
tries and noted plans for a new irish arts
“it’s been very difficult for irish people to
Cente in new york City that it is hoped will
immigrate legally into the u.s. over recent
open in 2016.
years and we are anxious to have that ad“The 100th anniversary of the 1916 eastdressed,” she said. “When we look at these
er Rising – which led to irish independence
extraordinary ties it surely makes sense to have
from britain some five years later – will occur
a pathway for irish people to come and live
in 2016. it is a year which will have a lot of
and work here.”
resonance for irish people and irish amerias she discusses the immigration issue
cans. We will be celebrating the 100-year jourwith lawmakers, Ms. anderson, who was preney, and are planning a range of initiatives and
viously ambassador to France and the u.n.,
events,” she said.
seeks to focus attention on the irish dimenif immigration reform happens as Ms. ansion of the problem.
derson hopes, this will give the irish people
“until we go and sit down and speak with
– both back at home and those ones curmembers of Congress they don’t really aprently living in the u.s. – something else to
preciate the irish dimension to the immigracelebrate.
tion debate, because in terms of numbers

ter for Foreign affairs and Trade and of the
role of ireland’s embassy network is to open
doors for irish exporting businesses and support their expansion into new export markets.
The opening of eight new embassies and
Consulates this year – including one in austin,
Texas – is one of the initiatives that will help
u.s. to achieve this.
7. Could you discuss government plans to expand the embassy missions even given budget
constraints?
Our diplomatic and consular network is
small by comparison with countries of similar size and interests. it plays a central role,
however, in promoting our values and interests abroad, including in the priority area of
economic recovery and in pursuing trade,
investment and growth and employment opportunities for the years ahead. For this reason, the government has this year approved
an expansion of the network to provide for
eight new missions, mostly in high-growth areas, including a Consulate General in austin,
Texas. This is an essential investment in our
future and will bring our total network abroad
to 80 missions. as with most of the network,
the new missions will be small in scale, usually with just one or two officers. Costs will
be minimal and met from a restructuring of
the network and our overall budget.
8. What are your key priorities before the next
general election?
To work through our 80 missions across
the world in building economic recovery
through trade, investment and the creation
of employment opportunities in ireland.
engaging in political dialogue to build a stable world, which is good for ireland and our
european neighbors at a time of great challenge for the international community. To
continue our excellent work in development
aid assisting those in greatest need to improve their lives and those of their families.

Skilled young workforce drives F.D.I.
Tax inCenTiVes, an young and educated
workforce and good access to europe are
helping ireland attract investment from a
growing list of multinational companies.
barry O’Leary, chief executive officer at
i.D.a. (industrial Development agency) ireland, a government agency to encourage
foreign investment in ireland, says the country has six key sectors for foreign investors.
These are: i.T. (investors in ireland include
HP, intel, apple, and Microsoft); pharmaceutical (nine of the ten world’s biggest pharmaceutical companies in the world such as
Pfizer and Roche); international financial services (e.g. state street, Citi); digital media
and content (amazon, Google, Linkedin etc.);
engineering, and consumer goods and food.
“We try to get in all of the leading companies,” Mr. O’Leary says. “ireland competes on a global stage for foreign
investment.”
Investment Benefits
Global companies invest in ireland because
of its skilled workforce; ireland’s track record
for companies; the 12.5 percent corporation
tax; ireland’s cluster of technology companies; the ease of doing business and proximity to the european union, Mr. O’Leary
says.
One of ireland’s fastest-growing industries is the bio-pharmaceutical industry, where

investments tend to start at about $250million.Recent foreign pharma investors in ireland have included alexion and Regeneron.
How important is ireland’s low corporation tax rate for attracting foreign investment?
Mr. O’Leary says it’s very important, just
like it is for singapore, switzerland and others. but it’s not the only factor.
“but if tax was your number one criteria
for investment you wouldn’t come to ireland
as our rate is consistent for all companies,
and you can’t negotiate separate deals unlike other countries,” he says.
“What’s really important for multinationals is the talent and track record for investments. Multinationals have been increasing
investment in the last few years,” Mr. O’Leary
says. He also says that “They’re not unduly
concerned about problems in ireland’s banking sector.”
ireland’s economy has weathered two
crises in the last eight years. The first was
the global economic downturn in 2008 –
2009.
The second crisis was in 2010 – 2011
when ireland’s economy went into a severe
recession, due mainly to a collapse of its
construction industry and a crisis in the banking industry.
“ireland’s reputation was challenged, but
we did a big campaign to highlight how multinationals are still here and ireland’s com-

petitiveness was improving,” Mr. O’Leary
says.
The i.D.a. is aiming to attract 155 new
foreign business investments in ireland in
2014. around half of these will be from companies investing in ireland for the first time.
it’s hoped that these investments will create about 13,000 jobs.
Brand Ireland
earlier in 2014, intel announced that it invested $5billion on its current project in ireland.
but it’s not just american companies investing in ireland. Deutsche bank recently
set up a global transaction services center
for 700 people. Zurich, the insurance company has set up a cyber-security center.
The iDa is also targeting young, fast-growing companies, such as Dropbox and Tripadvisor, Mr. O’Leary says.
it’s competing for foreign investment with
other countries including the u.K., netherlands, among others.
Companies have a big shopping list (about
10 – 15 criteria) when deciding where to invest, Mr. O’Leary says.
More are deciding to invest their money
in ireland.
ireland’s population is only 4.5 million people but it continues to punch above its weight
when attracting foreign investment.

American-Irish connections
LOuise PHeLan is president of the american
Chamber of Commerce ireland, which represents the interests of 700 u.s. companies in
ireland employing over 115,000 people.
The chamber’s core purpose is to attract
businesses into ireland and support them
when they are here, she says.
Ms. Phelan says the appetite of american
businesses investing in ireland shows no
sign of diminishing, with 118 companies investing in the country last year – up 72 percent on the previous year.
Latest figures show u.s. firms in ireland
have exported in excess of €100 billion ($130
billion of products and services from the
country into world markets).
“They are huge numbers and we want to
continue to maintain them so we continue
to attract u.s. companies,” she says.

Attracting Investment
The three major pull factors “in no particular order” are tax, talent and competiveness, she says.
Last year ireland ranked 17th in the world
for its overall economic competitiveness,
according to business school i.M.D. This
was up three places from last year.
Ms. Phelan says while this is positive,
there is still scope for further improvement.
The country’s low corporation tax of 12.5
percent is “an important part of the mix”
for attracting u.s. companies, she says.
but she says u.s. businesses have grown
considerably in ireland because of the country’s talent.
To that end she says the chamber is
working closely with universities to make

sure they are able to meet the future requirements of industry.
Close co-operation between the
government and industry has also
p la y e d a hug e ro le in t he re c o v e r y,
s he s a y s .
“The american Chamber has a very big
seat at the table when we are giving input
into what works with government”, she
points.
she also confirms that they [government]
“are very open and willing to listen to our
voice.”
Ms. Phelan says the american Chamber
is active in its support for a trade agreement between the u.s. and the european
union. “We absolutely think it is a huge opportunity for both sides of the water,” she
concludes.
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“

“

The problem was
that the previous
government
allowed cheap
money to inflate
the value of land
and property in
Ireland”

“

Ireland will be
the fastestgrowing dairy
producer in the
world for the
next 10 years”

We are doing
more with a lot
less in many
different ways”

Richard Bruton,
Minister for Jobs,
Enterprise and Innovation

Simon Coveney,
Minister for Agriculture,
Food and the Marine

Brendan Howlin,
Minister for Public
Expenditure and Reform

“We needed a department to reform government”
iReLanD’s economy is recovering from a
deep recession after the new government
overhauled the way government is run and
received public support for a program of austerity to balance the books.
When the two parties of Fine Gael and the
Labour formed a government after the general election in 2011, one of the first things
they did was to create a new department –
the Department of Public expenditure and
Reform.
The department’s two aims are to reduce
public spending to more sustainable levels
and to reform and improve public services.
Government Overhaul
“both parties realized we needed a department to reform government and to control the

money,” says Minister for Public expenditure
and Reform brendan Howlin. “it was part of
an agreement to break up the old department of finance, a monolith that looked after
all economic planning and financial matters
since the 1920s.”
Creating the new department wasn’t easy
but both parties in the government wanted
to rebuild ireland’s “broken economic politics
and administration” after the financial crisis
in 2008, Mr. Howlin says.
The new department monitors all government expenditure. it also pays public servants, carries out government reforms and
delivers public services.
Austerity
Public expenditure has been cut – part of a

european union program to reduce the country’s deficit and strengthen the country’s finances.
Protests against ireland’s austerity policies (higher taxes and lower public spending) have been muted compared with other
countries.
Fair and Transparent
“Our reforms have been done in a fair and
transparent way,” Mr. Howlin says. “in 2012
we had a referendum on our stability pact.
We negotiated with unions to make significant reductions in pay and pensions, and increases in productivity.”
ireland’s tax receipts, which “fell off a cliff”
during the crisis, according to Mr. Howlin,
have increased in the last three years. a new

property tax has been introduced.
The state’s pay bill has been brought under control. in 2009 the public-sector pay bill
was € 17.5 billion ($ 22.6 billion). in 2014, it’s
about € 14 billion.
unemployment has fallen from 15 percent
during the financial crisis to under 12 percent
now.
“every government department has an action plan to create jobs,” emphasizes the minister. He also states that statistics show that
workers’ productivity has increased. The public sector has been reduced by 10 percent.
but the changes haven’t just been economic.
Government has become more open. The
freedom of information law has been updated and strengthened.
Whistle-blowers in the public and private

Minister wants 100,000 more jobs
WHen RiCHaRD bRuTOn
took the post of Minister
for Jobs, enterprise and innovation in 2011, ireland
was reeling from recession.
some 300,000 private-sector jobs disappeared, unemployment was climbing
to 15 percent and net migration had grown to
35,000 per year.
The scale of the problem
was “significant,” he says,
but in the last 12 months
the recovery has started to
be felt. in 2013 privatesector employment grew
by 4 percent - resulting in
an additional 66,000 people at work in the last year.
“We are now seeing a
broad-based employment
recovery,” he says. “but we
have a long way to go still.”
initially it was about
building the sectors that
could win export markets,
because the domestic
economy was so frail. in
addition, over that same
period the country won
more multinational investment than in the previous
decade.
unemployment levels
were among the highest in
europe, but are now close
to e.u. average, have fallen
to 11.3% – the lowest level
in nearly five years. ‘if we
can continue to sustain
growth at this level, we’re
on the right path. We’ve set
a target of 100,000 extra
jobs in the economy by

2016 - and we are around
halfway towards that at this
point,” he says.
Private Sector Growth
Part of Mr. bruton’s task
has been to create a government-wide approach to
stimulating private-sector
growth. He has been working closely with industry to
help implement over 800
actions the government
has identified as being crucial to fostering continued
economic development in
the country. These include
commitments to increase
the number of students in
certain qualified areas
(such as doubling the
number of i.C.T. students);
setting up dedicated research centers to help
connect education with
enterprise; and examining
various tax relief options to
help encourage start-up
businesses.
bruton says that tourism
was a relatively easy “low
hanging fruit” to target, but
other industries that are
showing signs of growth
include i.C.T., pharmaceuticals and medical device
manufacturers.
but there are plans to
extend growth further still:
‘We have made commitments in certain areas, for
example big data. We initiated a whole program to
position ireland to be a re-

ally good place to make investments around big data.”
This year the Department for Jobs, enterprise &
innovation has also set out
a new spate of initiatives to
align education investment
with business opportunities
to identify how education
can help develop a culture
of entrepreneurship.
“This is an economy in
transition. We had an
economy that became too
dependent on debt and
property and we are moving to be an economy that
focuses on enterprise, exports and innovation,” says
Mr. burton. “That is the
journey and it involves a lot
of changes in education,
sectoral policy, tax policy
to make that journey possible and that is what we are
trying to orchestrate.”
For Mr. bruton the first
milestone is to reach the
target of 100,000 more
jobs by 2016. “That will be
an acid test. ‘it’s the economy, stupid,’ ” as bill Clinton said. That is certainly
the case in ireland. and
then after that, it’s about
building a strong culture of
entrepreneurship so we
create an indigenous engine for growth.
“it is really important
that we are well known for
being a good location for
international investment but we need to build a

strong capability in the
economy that is long-term,
sustainable and will complement the overseas investment.”
Competitiveness
He says since the crash the
country has become a much
more competitive economy,
with Forbes having voted it
one of the best countries for
inward investment. The
country is also among the
top 10 places to start a business, due to low property,
labor and professional services costs, he says.
Mr. bruton is also confident that the public remains supportive of the
government in “fixing what
is broken. That doesn’t
make the economic recovery any easier but there
definitely is a willingness.”
ireland has taken a series of austerity measures
since the crash, such as a
cut in public sector spending of 20 percent and an
overall reduction in the
public-sector workforce of
10 percent. “We are doing
more with a lot less in
many ways. but i think
people were shocked by
the crash and becoming
dependent on the troika [
i.M.F., european Central
bank and european Commission] for funding. so i
think there is a momentum
behind making this work.”

Abolition of milk quotas: opportunity
siMOn COVeney, Minister
for agriculture, Food and
the Marine, is one of those
rare politicians who appears to enjoy widespread
respect from the sector he
represents. a man with a
tight schedule, he arrives
an hour late for the interview, having had to attend
a number of important
meetings.
it’s not surprising Mr.
Coveney is in demand, given the country’s huge appetite to grow its
agricultural output by €5
billion to €12 billion ($ 6.4
to $ 15.5 billion) in the next
six years, as laid out in its
Food Harvest 2020 plan.
Mr.Coveney is working
closely with industry to ensure the goals of the plan
are reached and chairs the
monthly implementation
group’s meetings. The dialogue between the private
sector and government is
to “work collectively and
achieve great things,” he
says. “because ireland is a
small country we can effectively set strategies like
a company can.”
The value of the sector
is now €10 billion per year,
up from €8 billion four
years ago. Today agriculture provides 7.7 percent
of ireland’s employment
and 10.5 percent of its total
exports.
in the boom years prop-

erty was the big thing to be
in, with i.C.T. and software
development viewed as the
cutting-edge sectors, he
says. “now people talk
about the food industry as
a really dynamic place...
We will continue to produce 10 times what our
population needs.”
The abolition of the milk
quota system next year which imposes fines on e.u.
member states who produce
above the agreed allocated
amounts - is “the most exciting” change to dairy farming
in the last 30 years, he says.
“ireland will be the
fastest growing dairy producer in the world for the
next 10 years. We are planning for a 50 percent dairy
growth in the next five
years by 2015 - 2020. and
that is causing huge excitement in the dairy
world.”
but dairy is not the only
sector that is booming. The
whiskey industry is also
growing exponentially, with
15 distilleries under construction - the first distilleries to be built in ireland
in nearly a century. “it’s an
industry that has charged
forward in the last few
years, and has been led by
Jameson. Jameson is the
fastest-growing spirit in the
world - it has double-digit
growth in about 40 different countries.

The seafood sector is also teeming with growth, he
says. “seafood in my view
has the capacity to have
the most dramatic growth
in ireland, with its combination of wild fisheries and
organic aquaculture.”
although there is growing interest in farming from the
next generation, the government is “positively discriminating” in favour of young
farmers and giving additional financial support to those
under the age of 40.
“at the moment in ireland only 5 percent of
farmers are under the age
of 35… that is no basis for
the kind of growth we are
planning for and want to
deliver.”
“We believe in innovation and i think a new generation of irish farmer will
deliver that.”
Mr. Coveney is firmly in
favor of a trade agreement
with the u.s. - particularly
given the fact that there is
already a strong presence
of irish companies in the
states.
“There is a huge interest
in the u.s., so it makes
sense for us to create as
close a level playing field
as possible between the
countries.”
but along with the opportunities a trade agreement would bring, there are
some other “defensive”

considerations - such as
u.s. beef imports.
“any beef imports would
have to be hormone-free
and at set quotas to prevent flooding of the market”, he says.
“beef will be the most
awkward thing in this negotiation, which i know
sounds extraordinary because we will be negotiating goods and financial
services, and a whole series of other areas.”
but Coveney believes
the world food market is
dramatically changing –
with greater market competitiveness leading to
more bilateral trade agreements with other parts of
the world.
“We are moving away
from what i would regard
as the protectionism of the
past. in the past the e.u.
was very much about producing food within the e.u.
to a certain set of standards and keeping other
food out.
“That was yesterday’s
thinking. Today’s thinking
is: the world needs more
food.” “We are going to
have to find a way to
produce 50 percent more
food in volume terms
over the next 20 – 30
years. That is an incredible challenge and europe
needs to be part of the
solution.”

A new property tax has been introduced with the reforms

sectors have been given extra protection.
Lobbying of government is scrutinized more
closely.
Future
There is still more to be done, of course.
Mr. Howlin says the budget deficit is still too
high, adding that there is no “one-size-fitsall solution” to recovering from the financial
crisis.
One priority is to increase exports, particularly in new industries such as bio-pharma.
“There is a robust export sector in ireland,”
Mr. Howlin says. “The problem was that the
previous government allowed cheap money
to inflate the value of land and property in ireland. it was a classic property bubble. it was
a mistake that cannot be replicated.”
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“Targeting sectors of strong, sustainable
growth is key to Bank of Ireland success”

Richie Boucher, C.E.O. of Bank of Ireland
THe banK OF iReLanD recently announced underThe bank, whose latest half year results represent
lying profits of €327m ($ 423m) for the first half of 2014.
a more than €700m improvement in its performance
This is a strong performance for a bank that – like many
compared to the first six months of 2013, has worked
others – has had a challenging journey in recent years.
hard to identify the main businesses that it could foHowever, by increasing profitability, reducing imcus on for growth, says Mr.boucher. Reviewing all aspairments and investing in areas that offer growth
pects of the bank’s strategy meant identifying key
and are essential for ireland’s economic recovery, bank of ireland’s
C.e.O., Richie boucher is confident
in the long term success of the bank.
Getting to where the bank is now
wasn’t easy. “We knew we had to refocus how we funded the bank, and
Richie Boucher, C.E.O. of Bank of Ireland
reduce our costs to reflect a different
sized bank and a changed world,”
says group C.e.O.. “since the peak in 2008, we have
areas for investment of people and capital.
This approach has helped the bank not only to recut our costs by €500m, a quarter of our cost base,
and underwent the difficult journey of reducing our
turn to profitability in the short-term, but also to lay
workforce by over 30 percent. at the same time we
out a long-term sustainable strategy. “We looked at
each of the businesses and asked ‘Why are we in this
developed a vision and strategy for the businesses
that we wanted to retain, because when you go into
business?’ is it just because of the balance sheet or
a phase of restructuring like this you have to know
because we can have a really meaningful presence
what you’re going to look like when you come out.”
here?” says Mr. boucher. by following this strategy,

“

The taxpayers have got back their cash
investment in Bank of Ireland with a cash
profit and further potential upside”

Bank of Ireland CEO optimistic
on growth prospects

Bank of Ireland building in Dublin
Following the Bank of Ireland’s move into profitability, its boss believes that
the mortgage situation in
Ireland is improving and
has good long-term
prospects.
around 90 percent of
owner-occupied mortgage customers of the
bank of ireland are fully
meeting their repayments, according to the
bank’s C.e.O., Richie
boucher. For those that
are having difficulty
meeting their mortgage
commitments, the bank
is agreeing to suitable
solutions that work for
the customer and the
bank.
“From the bank of
ireland perspective, our
owner-occupied mortgage arrears are half the
industry average,” says
Mr. boucher.
“in the past 12
months, for each reporting period, defaulted loans have
reduced and the problem is being resolved.”
Pre-emptive action
whenever possible is
part of the bank’s success here, he believes.
“We start by addressing the issue with our
customers very early.
When we sit down
with customers with
concerns, in the vast

majority of cases we
can find a realistic solution for them that also
works for u.s.,” says Mr.
boucher.
While in ireland 1 in 3
of every new mortgage
is provided by bank of
ireland; mortgage operations in the u.K. are also significant. “We have
a mortgage business in
the u.K. that is the
same size as our irish
mortgage book,” says
the C.e.O. That’s a
strongly performing
business. There’s of
course an inevitability
during a financial crisis
that some of your customers are going to
have problems, but in
fact our u.K. arrears
profile is better than the
u.K. average,” However,
Mr. boucher is keen to

“

They say that
confidence
goes down
on an
escalator and
comes up on
the stairs, but
I think
confidence
has returned”

point out that ireland’s
mortgage and home
owning woes will not be
solved overnight. “it’ll
take time,” he predicts.
“Mortgage and construction collapse does
take a while to work its
way through the system. you’re dealing with
individual customers,
each of whom has their
own set of circumstances. We must assess each case on an
individual basis”, says
the C.e.O.
borrowers and
lenders will obviously
find life easier as ireland’s economy picks
up and Richie boucher
is optimistic here. “They
say that confidence
goes down on an escalator and comes up on
the stairs, but i think
confidence has returned,” he says. “Recently, we organized a
seminar for the agricultural community in
County Cork and we
had around 650 farmers
there from 8pm to 11pm
wanting to know how
the banks can support
them.”
Responding to this
demand, bank of ireland has recently introduced new flexible
products for the agri
sector, along with a
€1bn fund to support

the industry. This seeks
to deepen bank of ireland’s position as ireland’s leading business
bank, which already
commands more than
50 percent of the market share of s.M.e. and
agri lending.
“ireland still has a
debt burden but confidence is slowly coming
back and employment
has increased with more
people working,” says
Mr. boucher.
He also cites that unit
labor costs have improved by about 20 percent in the irish
Republic relative to the
euro area average since
2009.
With this growing
confidence and improving economy the bank’s
lending books look set
to improve further.
“bank of ireland has
been in ireland for well
over 200 years. We firmly believe that the customer relationships that
we nurture and forge at
this stage in ireland’s
economic recovery will
be relationships which
should endure for generations. That is the real
legacy goal for myself
and my colleagues, and
underlines our commitment to ireland’s economic recovery,” he
concludes.

bank of ireland has become the largest lender in the
Mr. boucher and his colleagues quickly recognized
irish economy, as well as having a focused presence
that they had to restructure the bank’s balance sheet,
in the u.K. where it is a leading challenger consumer
protect its capital, and return its profitability. but the
bank in partnership with the u.K. Post Office. “The
bank also remained focused on its long-term stratdistribution power of the u.K. Post Office is key,” says
egy. “We recognized that sometimes you can get so
Mr.boucher, and with 1.6 million savings accounts
caught up with the issues of today that you forget
and 200,000 mortgages, this is an important relayour vision, what does it look like, where do you
tionship for the bank.
want the organisation to be,” says Mr. boucher.
“Leveraged finance was another sector that we
as they devised their strategy Mr.boucher and his
wanted to keep working in because we have a
colleagues were always aware of the support that the
strong and specific skill set there. and, in ireland,
bank has received from ordinary irish citizens. They
the universal banking operation that we offer matquickly identified “Three Rs” that became their mantra.
ters to our customers. We made a decision that
“We recognised that for the bank to achieve our amsome people might find counterintuitive – while we
bitions as a commercial organization we had to rewere investing in technology and
duce the risk the taxpayers had from the
infrastructure, we also decided that
bank, reward any investment from taxpaya branch presence and network
ers, and repay that investment.”
was very important, even though
Mr. boucher and his team set out to do this
many of our competitors have deand irish taxpayers have now received apcided that it was too expensive,”
proximately €6bn back from their investment
says Mr. boucher.
of €4.8bn. in addition, the state still holds a
The bank has learned lessons
valuable 14 percent share in the bank. bank
from the particularly difficult exof ireland is the only irish bank to have fully
perience of the financial crisis and
repaid the state. “The taxpayers have got
its aftershocks, according to
back their cash investment in bank of ireland
b o u c h e r. “ T h e f i n a n c i a l c r i s i s
with a cash profit and further potential upcame to ireland relatively quickly
side. This is right and appropriate,” says Mr.
Richie Boucher
and was exacerbated by liquidity
boucher.
p r e s s u r e s t h a t w e r e e m e rg i n g
“When the crisis hit, the government recogthroughout the banking system as
nized that the banking system was important
a whole. Funding and business models were exfor the economy,” says Mr. boucher. He adds: “When
tremely challenged.”
a group of north american investors came into the
investing in certain key areas of activity while
bank in 2011 there was a belief that the economy
maintaining cost discipline and rebuilding profwould improve. This was a vote of confidence by these
itability was essential, especially following the
investors, in both the bank and in ireland.”
help given to the bank by the irish government.
bank of ireland is now ireland’s largest lender, pro“The irish government brought in a guarantee of
viding more than 50 percent of lending to irish busideposits and liabilities,” says Mr. boucher. “They
nesses, as well as being the dominant player in new
were guaranteed at the peak in a contingent guarF.D.i. relationships. as the recent profits announceantee worth €136bn. The taxpayer’s cash investment
ment shows, that confidence, based on the long term
in bank of ireland totaled €4.8bn on top of the liastrategy that boucher and his team outlined, was well
bility guarantee.”
founded.

“

The Irish
government
brought in a
guarantee of
deposits and
liabilities”
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Ireland’s corporation tax

First of many attractions
iReLanD Has been attracting inward investment
for nearly 50 years and has done so very successfully. it knows what works, and what doesn’t work. “it
has a compelling story to tell,” say John Cronin,
Chairman, and Mark White, Partner and Head of investment Management, at the leading irish law firm
McCann FitzGerald.
“Tax is a factor, certainly.” However, they’re quick
to add it’s by far not the only reason. “There are lots
of other factors that attract investment to ireland,”
says Mr. Cronin. “english language is very important,
the common law system is too. also very important
is the educated workforce and the ability to access
large cohorts of international workers who come to
live in ireland. as an example, less than 50 percent
of the people who work in
Google in ireland are irish, the
rest are from overseas who’ve
come to ireland.”
although based in Dublin,
McCann FitzGerald is no
stranger to the global business world. More than half of
its business comes from international clients, either those
coming to ireland or irish
clients entering international
markets. in fact, McCann
FitzGerald was the first irish
law firm to have an overseas
office, opening an office in
brussels in 1974, shortly after
ireland joined the european
union. This was followed by a
third base in London in 1986 –
another first for an irish law
firm. it’s also had offices in the
u.s. and regularly does business in a range of jurisdictions
including China, india and singapore, to name but a few.
The firm regards itself as
part of an arsenal of weaponry John Cronin
that the state has at its disposal when its trade department is trying to sell ireland overseas. When the bosses travel, they sell
ireland first, McCann FitzGerald second.
Mr. Cronin was in india four years ago with the
iDa, the irish state inward investment agency,
whose job it is to persuade companies to come to
ireland. They asked him and his colleague barry Devereux,to meet with an important financial conglomerate in india who had already made the decision to
create an investment funds base in Luxembourg. after an hour with the finance director, they had persuaded them not to go to Luxembourg, but to come
to ireland instead. Once they were in ireland, they
came to McCann FitzGerald for commercial legal
advice.
“That was a great victory for ireland,” remarks Mr.
Cronin. “We’ve got the experience, we’ve got the
detail, and Mark can give the absolute drill down on

the tax side, the legal side, the regulatory side, the
structuring side, the distribution side etcetera.”
Mr. White agrees: “The most important thing is to
sell ireland first. at least if you sell ireland and that
firm comes to ireland, you can then compete for the
work. if the business goes to Luxembourg or Cayman or somewhere else, nobody wins from an irish
perspective. The other point is that the more business that comes to ireland, the more ireland gets a
reputation in that particular area of expertise. as a
small and open economy, we can afford to be flexible and can adapt quickly to developing trends in
the capital markets.”
an example of this is aircraft leasing. During the
1980s, McCann FitzGerald advised the GPa group, a
company that effectively
gave birth to aircraft leasing
worldwide. now one in every
two aircraft leased in the
world is leased from ireland,
according to Mr. Cronin. The
investment funds business
has developed much in the
same way.
naturally, tax incentives are
important for structuring any
kind of deal in any kind of
business, but that only provides the initial attraction into any potential
establishment of business.
Mr. Cronin argues that
once they’re in ireland, there
are lots of other reasons
why companies and their
executives choose to stay.
“We are a country which is
very well regulated, part of
the european union and
english- speaking. We have
a common law system, a
very good rule of law, a very
good commercial court, a
great nexus to the united
Kingdom, great access and offer a platform into europe.”
He says “if you ask any C.e.O. of the already established multi-nationals, they will consistently extol
the ease and speed with which they can extend their
business activities throughout europe from a base in
ireland, when compared to other jurisdictions”.
“We don't kid ourselves that tax is a key factor in
attracting people in the first place,” he says. “if you
go to the united states particularly, they ask ‘what’s
the tax deal?’ but having said that, ireland is not,
and never has been, a tax haven.”
“The i.D.a. will often introduce C.e.O.s of existing,
established corporations to tell their story and to
talk about their track record as a means of attracting
new investment. so the appeal of ireland is certainty, transparency, ease of doing business and the
track-record it has gained over the last fifty years.”

Ireland’s growing
international counsel
OVeR THe LasT 15 years, the irish law firm
arthur Cox has trebled in size to a headcount of
600 in ireland and a further 100 globally. During
that time its client base has also changed to become more international.
“Traditionally our client base would have been
predominantly domestic – a reflection of the domestic economy,” says brian O'Gorman, managing
partner at the firm.
“but every year it becomes more international.
and the challenge is to retain our very strong domestic client base, but at the same time grow our
international client base. To be successful you
need a healthy mix of large domestic corporates
and international corporates.”
around 60–70 percent
of the firm’s clients are
now domestic. However
Mr.O’Gorman says it can
sometimes be difficult to
be too specific about the
nationality of clients – for
example when instructions come from an irish
company owned by a
parent company in the
u.s.
Despite being a small
country, ireland is an attractive destination for international deals as it has
a highly educated population and is the only
english-speaking country
in the eurozone, says Mr.
O’Gorman.
G iv e n ar t hur Co x ’s
inc re a s ing ly int e r na ti o na l c lie nt b a s e ,
s uc c e s s is d e p e nd e nt
o n o p e r a t ing t o the
s a m e hig h s t a nd a rd s
a s t he le a d ing int e r na - Brian O’Gorman
ti o na l la w fi r m s in
Lo nd o n, ne w yo r k a nd Chi c a g o .
“Our aim is to provide a service to clients that is
as good as anywhere in the world. a lot of our
partners would have spent time in international
firms. i was an associate at a top firm in London
for seven years.”
Mr. O’Gorman acknowledges that the recession hit
the firm’s real estate department hard, but says
the rest of the firm remained busy throughout that
period.
“a crisis often creates a lot of work – [albeit] different types of work and different pressures,” he
says. “For example restructurings and a banking
sector that had to be completely rebuilt from
scratch. We advised the irish government in its response to the banking crisis – which was a wonderful mandate.”
but over the last 12 months the economy has

started to turn a corner. “We are starting to see a
return to normality in the types of work we are doing. a lot of our clients are doing good deals –
there is more liquidity, more M&a [mergers and
acquisitions]. We have always remained busy, but
the type of work we are now doing is more consistent with a recovering economy.”
The road to recovery was aided by the speed at
which ireland faced up to its problems and the
tough decisions it consequently took. “ireland has
done austerity better than any country in europe,”
he says.
“One of the advantages of being a small country
is it is easier to get the population to buy in and
engage, whereas in bigger countries it is hard to
get people to support the national cause. People do understand that whatever the
mistakes of the past there is
no point dwelling on them
and we have to go and fix it,”
he says.
Mr. O’ Gorman thinks that the
confidence shown by u.s. investors in ireland has also
been critical to the recovery.
“We are proud of the steps
we have taken to rebuild our
economy, but we recognize
we could not have done it
without support from the u.s.
and we are very grateful for
that support.”
“We could not have made
the progress we have in the
last 18–20 months had major
u.s. institutions not been
willing to invest in ireland,”
he says.
Currently there is a lot of
u.s. private equity money
going into ireland. and they
would not be investing in
ireland if they thought that
ireland hadn’t turned a corner.
“at the lowest point a number of u.s. investors
took a large shareholding in the bank of ireland.
That was the summer of 2011 and was when ireland was at the lowest ebb,” he says. “and ever
since then, gradually more u.s. business and capital has been invested in ireland.”
Mr. O'Gorman is optimistic about the future of
the irish economy and has ambitions for the firm
to continue growing.
“Firms based in London, new york or Frankfurt
have to ask themselves difficult questions like
‘Do i want to be the best in London, or do i want
to be the best in the world?’ Here it’s easy: we
want to be the best in ireland. We want to be the
‘go to’ law firm for domestic and international
clients for complex, high value work. That is our
objective.”
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Smart Energy

eLeCTRiCiTy utility e.s.b. has plans to turn ireland inlion) project to build an 860 MW combined cycle power
to a model of power and i.T. integration for the future.
plant in Manchester. When completed in early 2016, this
if one company sums up the past evolution and prewill be the most efficient power plant in britain.
sent direction of the irish economy it must be the ininterconnection between ireland and the u.K. is likecumbent energy utility, e.s.b. “energy is a key enabler
ly to be stimulated by an e.u. policy to create a regionof society and economic well-being,” says C.e.O. Pat
al electricity market, which will also extend to France.
O’Doherty, “so the company’s growth has been at the
back in ireland, the e.s.b is still riding the changes
heart of ireland’s growth”.
in energy production and supply that affect all euroe.s.b (electrical supply board) was set up as a “compean countries. until 1999 e.s.b was ireland’s exclumercial semi-state company” in 1927 shortly after iresive generator, transporter, distributor and seller of
land gained its independence. it is still 95 percent owned
electricity. since then the country has been going
by the government of ireland.
through a process of deregulation and liberalization of
in its early days, it faced the challenge of bringing
its energy markets. For the last few years e.s.b has
power to all corners of ireland, harnessing indigenous
had to compete in the free market as just another playpeat and hydro resources and rolling out a massive rurer, albeit a strong one because of its history.
al electrification program.
The company’s balance sheet is in
now, its policy strategists
a good condition, showing healthy
are more focused on market
profits and no difficulty in attractliberalization and the need to
ing investment. it is three years indecarbonize ireland’s electo a cost-reduction program which
tricity system.
includes a 20 percent reduction in
e.s.b’s contemporary acpayroll spending between 2011 and
tivities are divided into three
2015, “through a combination of excore divisions, supplementits and earning reductions.” simuled by export and innovation.
taneously, the company is investing
a principal part of its busihalf a billion euros a year in energy
ness is generating electricinfrastructure in ireland.
ity from coal, oil, gas and
as well as market liberalization, the
renewable energy. in 1980
other great contemporary theme in
e.s.b built the first comirish energy is decarbonization. by
bined cycle gas plant in the
2020, it is hoped, close to 40 perworld in Dublin, in co-opercent of ireland’s electricity will be
ation with G.e.
generated from renewable sources.
The company’s retail arm
e.s.b is currently running a pilot
electric ireland sells this
project in wave energy on the west
electricity to 1.2 million comcoast of ireland. Wave energy is
mercial and domestic custhought to be 15 years away from
tomers.
commercial exploitation but could
Linking the two is a netbecome vital in the future.
works division managing the
another focus for e.s.b is to stimnational distribution sysulate the use of electric cars. Pat O’tem – a natural monopoly
Doherty is proud of the way the
subject to regulation. e.s.b
company has solved the chicken
also now owns the network
and egg problem involved in this:
that supplies northern irepeople won’t buy electric cars unland with its electricity.
less there are charging points; why
The core business is used
provide charging points if no one
as a base for export. e.s.b
drives electric cars? The solution
supplies foreign customers
has been for e.s.b to proactively
with a range of utility-oriencreate a network of charging points
tated engineering and con“to remove the uncertainty over insultancy services. “There is
frastructure.” it is estimated that
a two-way benefit,” explains
60,000 – 100,000 electric vehicles
Pat O’Doherty, C.E.O. of ESB
Pat O’Doherty. “Our intercould be on ireland’s roads by 2020.
national business gains from
at the cutting edge of e.s.b’s innothe competence and skills
vation strategy is to effect a conin our core business and our
vergence of telecommunications
international business provides essential engineering
with the power grid to create a “smart energy system.”
services back into the core business.”
e.s.b is working with u.s. technological companies
e.s.b has been active in bahrain for 25 years and is
based in ireland to achieve this.
also engaged in projects in Tanzania, Malaysia, indone“We feel positive about the future of the country
sia and Vietnam. it is currently focusing its attention on
and of the company”, says Pat O’Doherty. “We’re
the countries of sub-saharan africa.
optimistic as a nation. irish society has taken a lot
another lucrative export market is much closer to
of pain over the last few years. i wouldn’t be rushhome. The u.K.’s energy market is ten times larger than
ing to celebrate but we can see evidence of an upthat of ireland and e.s.b sees great opportunities to be
turn in the economy even if there are still a lot of
exploited. it has invested in a £700 million ($ 1.14 bilchallenges to face.”

“

We can see evidence of
an upturn in the economy
even if there are still a lot
of challenges to face”

Turning Bricklayers
into Computer Scientists
sinCe iT Was established by Professor Diarmuid Hegarty on his parents’ kitchen table over
40 years ago, Griffith College, Dublin, has
helped tens of thousands of young people to
develop their careers.
More recently the College, which is currently
home to approximately 7,000 students, has
had to contend with the enormous difficulties
that the irish economy has faced since the financial crash of 2008 and as a result has been
refocusing its work.
“Families are still struggling,” says Professor Hegarty, the College’s President. “The burdens have increased for irish families, including
property taxes, water charges and income
tax. Meanwhile incomes have decreased
in many sectors. People need as much help
as they can get.”
b ut , he s a y s , t he
economic challenges

and the government’s austhere are students from over 79
terity program have actucountries enrolled in the college.
ally increased interest in
“it is great when you have diftraining and education. “in
ferent people from different coun2007 17 p e rc e nt o f the
tries,” he says. “using fashion
population was working in
as an example, one can see comconstruction and now many
pletely different influences and
of those people need comdifferent approaches to clothing
plete retraining. We have
and how these ideas come tochanged bricklayers into
gether.”
computer scientists. it is
The u.s. accounts for 60 Grifamazing how adaptable
fith College students, but next
people can become if they
year it is hoped that this figure
get the right training and
will increase to 80 students and
opportunities.”
further rise to between 200 and
The jobs that Professor
300 students over the next comHegarty is seeing created Diarmuid Hegarty,
ing years, according him.
are mainly in pharma- Griffith College’s
“Currently we have Chinese,
ceuticals, i.T. and the President
French and Polish staff full time
food industries.
at our campuses in ireland. We
“These are the big developing aralso have staff in various countries including
eas in this country – a lot of it led
brazil, Germany and France. The important
by american investment,” he
thing is that the students have someone to
says. He quotes rego to if they need it.” Many come to learn engsearch from the amerilish as well as studying other subjects. Procan
Chamber
of
fessor Hegarty illustrates how Dublin has so
Commerce in ireland showmuch to offer as a cosmopolitan city with a
ing that u.s. companies inrapidly improving economy – he cites the revested $188 billion in the
cent increase in property prices as evidence
Republic of ireland in 2011,
– and the european headquarters of an imwhich was more than in brazil
pressive number of large multinationals.
or China.
The college has a particular pitch to u.s. stuOverseas investment, esdents. “Dublin really is a global village. Google,
pecially from the u.s., is
Microsoft, Linkedin all have their european
matched by interest from
Headquarters in Dublin. you will get the adoverseas students. Curvantages of being able to work for international
rently
companies and you are meeting people from
all over the world – just as you are here at Griffith. an Mba at Griffith College provides great
opportunities for americans to work for multinational companies and get that international experience – it makes them a
valuable asset to any future employer.”
as a way of attracting the most tal-

Griffith College Campus in Dublin
ented, enterprising students from ireland, the
u.s. and further afield – whether they are bricklayers looking for something new or those who
are just starting their first careers – Professor
Hegarty has ambitions in the future for the college to increase its home-grown research.
He points to the irish innocence Project.
The first initiative of its kind in ireland, it looks
at possible miscarriages of justice and is being led by David Langwallner, Dean of Law at
Griffith College. it is currently investigating the

case of a young irishman who, it is feared,
was wrongly convicted in a Greek court for
a crime committed in Greece when, new evidence suggests, he might not have been in
the country.
Professor Hegarty clearly takes great pride
in this project. as he says: “These are highly
worthy activities, they contribute to the community and provide great opportunities for aspiring legal professionals to gain an insight into
the international court systems.”

Engineering company
seeks works globally

a JOinT VenTuRe between Wood Group and siemens
aG looks set to bolster international business for ireland’s
shanahan engineering.
Following an acquisition by Wood Group in 2009, ownership of the company changed again this year, placing
shanahan under the umbrella of ethosenergy, a joint
venture that combines Wood Group’s GTs business with
TurboCare.
Founded in 1979 by the shanahan family, the engineering business specializes in providing global energy
services, including the construction and commissioning of all types of power plants around the world, as well
as construction management and technical field services.
as part of ethosenergy, shanahan president James
Greaney only sees good things ahead for this Dublinborn company.
“We’re forecasting around a 10 percent increase in revenues this year, further enhanced by opportunities through
the new joint venture. 2015 will see u.s. growing significantly as a service business as we seek out new opportunities globally.”
The main concentration at the moment is in south
africa, but the company recently landed a multi-million
dollar contract with Hanwha engineering & Construction,
a large Korean company, to commission a 750 megawatt

plant in the Middle east. it’s a territory that Mr. Greaney
sees as particularly fruitful for shanahan engineering:
“With the Middle east, we anticipate a larger and continued involvement given the plans for power generation in their market.”
This follows on the back of completing an 800 MW
combined cycle power plant in the region.
“That’s the sort of project we’d like to be taking on a
regular basis, with larger scope,” says Mr. Greaney, “like
in south africa, where we have the responsibility to build
the supercritical boiler.”
naturally in such a high-risk industry, safety is a huge
concern. according to Mr. Greaney, it’s the company’s
number one priority. although 100 percent accident
avoidance is the aim, he realizes this isn’t easy to achieve,
especially in developing countries.
“With proper planning and training we can avoid accidents,” says Mr. Greaney.
“The challenge for u.s. is working in countries that aren’t
as advanced with procedures and processes as we are. although we’ve had projects that aren’t accident free, we
have been able to minimize those accidents and avoid any
serious incidents. We put a huge amount of effort into training and developing our workers in many countries and although challenging, we have been successful in getting our
safety culture in place,” says Mr. Greaney.

Global Growth Launched
from Ireland

THe enDuRinG presence in ireland of many world-leading multinational corporations has provided
the springboard for irish companies to successfully move into global markets. PM Group, an
enterprising, irish-headquartered,
design and construction company,
is an excellent example of an international business born in ireland that has established its
credentials through its work with
leading multinationals.
PM Group is primarily involved
in engineering, design, construction
and related activities. Founded in
ireland in 1973, PM Group took its
initial steps beyond ireland’s shores
in 1997, when it established a business in the united Kingdom. since
then, it has expanded its international footprint exponentially with
over 50 percent of group business
generated from markets in 30 countries across europe, asia and north
america, employing over 2,000
people worldwide. in the u.s., PM
Group has offices in boston and
san Jose.
The Group specializes in meeting the needs of multinationals primarily in pharmaceuticals, medical
technology, food processing, i.C.T.
and advanced manufacturing. it
works closely with firms in site selection, planning, building design,
construction, commissioning, qualification, operational start-up and
post start up support.
Many of PM Group’s longstanding multinational clients have been
operating in ireland for decades.
These include Johnson & Johnson,
Pfizer and Merck. Over 60 percent
of PM Group’s multinational clients
are headquartered in the u.s.
“These companies want to work
with trusted partners that know we
can deliver for them in many different locations,”explains PM
Group’s C.e.O., Dave Murphy. “We
have built up that trust with an exceptional portfolio of clients and
we have the expertise and skills
that travel.”
PM Group has a particularly
strong track record in the pharmaceutical sector. Leading pharma
companies have been clustering in
ireland, particularly around Cork
and Dublin, since the early seventies. Today, most of the world’s top
20 pharma companies have manufacturing facilities in ireland. PM
Group provides these companies

with an essential umbrella of the
skills required to locate, build, operate and maintain their facilities.
“ireland, as a center for business, has many advantages, not
least the fact that we are an english-speaking nation,” says Dave
Murphy. “The business culture is infused with a ‘can do’ attitude. We
have a well-educated pool of talent, strong infrastructure and
world-class support services. Many
of the top executives in global
multinationals have come out of
ireland. We box well above our
weight in so many sectors.”

Dave Murphy,
C.E.O. of PM Group
although Mr. Murphy would like
to see personal tax rates lowered
in ireland, he believes that the corporate tax regime is equitable in
an international context. “any balanced comparison of the effective
corporate tax rates across europe
demonstrates that ireland does not
operate a corporate tax system
which gives it an unfair advantage
for companies manufacturing here,”
he says.
The economic crisis, which hit
ireland particularly hard, is abating,
with ireland’s recovery now well
underway. PM Group navigated
successfully through the years of
the economic downturn mainly due
to prudent stewardship and the underreliance on the sectors that were
hit hardest, such as housing, retail
and commercial development and

infrastructure. it had also expanded internationally, thereby reducing its reliance on ireland.
“The early years of the recession
were marked by a significant reduction in investment, which has an
exponential impact on a small open
economy,”he says. “However, the
irish economy has turned a corner
and the recovery has good traction, notwithstanding the enduring
problems of over-indebtedness.
The continuing strong growth of
the export-led manufacturing and
technology sectors has been a key
driver of the irish recovery.”
“We have seen plenty of evidence
of large multinationals picking up
the pace of investment in new facilities and infrastructure. in doing
so they are seeking highly skilled
planning and execution capability
allied with value for money. as a
capital project delivery company
we are benefiting from this,” says
Dave Murphy.
evidence of this is PM Group’s
involvement in the construction of
a major new dairy facility for international food giant Glanbia in
Kilkenny.
“We’re also performing well in
mainland europe where we have
built a strong business in recent
years. For example, we have project-managed the construction of
very large pharmaceutical facilities
for GlaxosmithKline and sanofi.
“Our work in ireland for u.s.
companies has enabled u.s. to
broaden and deepen our relationships with these companies in the
states and internationally. a good
case in point is Caterpillar for whom
we work in locations around the
world,” he says.
in 2007, PM Group expanded its
reach through the establishment of
its asia Pacific headquarters in singapore. it has also established offices in shanghai and bangalore.
Dave Murphy is optimistic about
the prospects for PM Group; “We’re
stronger now than we were going
into the recession, and while the
economic recovery in europe has
been modest and uneven, the u.s.
is showing definitive signs of sustained economic performance. The
markets for engineering, construction and skilled services are
generally more robust. We’re not
constrained by opportunity. We look
forward to the coming years with
confidence.”

IRELAND 7
The Irish company
Shanahan
Engineering is
working on projects
all over the world

shanahan engineering is a global business operating
united states again, where they were heavily involved
in more than 15 countries today.
in the power bubble of 1999 to 2003 with the large
The vast majority of its workforce is based in the field
amount of power generation activity in the u.s.
on location. The company has offices in ireland, u.s.a.,
back in Dublin too, Mr. Greaney sees a positive mood
south africa, argentina, italy and Turkey.
returning and foresees big investment in the country.
because of this, Mr. Greaney believes that a lot of lo“i think ireland is starting to become very strong again.
cal people weren’t aware of the size and scale of proCertainly you see that on the streets of Dublin. you see
jects that his company is involved in.
the energy, you see the airports and you see the restau“When Liam shanahan was awarded ‘entrepreneur of the
rants. People are starting to believe again and i think
year’ by enterprise ireland in 2003, it came out in the prewe also see it ourselves in the innovations that irish-based
sentations and videos we had prepared. Oftentimes when
companies are bringing to the marketplace.
people talk about the company here in
“i’m always amazed and inspired to
ireland they don’t quite appreciate the
hear of the successes. yesterday i was
scale that we work to and in such a wide
told a story about an irish security firm
- range of countries.
that took on the World Cup. stories like
“Take the recent Middle east project
that are tremendous, companies in ireas an example; it’s the largest power
land having such an impact on these
plant in the region and little did peoevents.”
ple know that we had a team of 76
With over 30 years’ experience in
working on it for the entire life cycle of
the energy business and a reputation
its construction. it’s the same in south
for having access to the best people,
africa; we constructed one of the suMr. Greaney is hugely positive for the
percritical boilers at the world’s largest
future following the ethosenergy joint
dry-cooled coal-fired power station at
venture and believes shanahan enMedupi with a team of over 120 staff
gineering has a competitive advanon site, which was officially opened
tage when fighting for new contracts:
by President Zuma. These are very sig“experience, plus knowledge of the
nificant projects that we have associindustry, of the products and workation with and are very proud to be
ing with the leading manufacturers
involved in.”
in our industry increases the value
The company is also looking for- James Greaney, Shanahan
for our customers; those are our
ward to growing its business in the Engineering President
keys,” he says.
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“

There are lots of
exciting
opportunities”

We have a lot
of pro-business
policies”

Theo Cullinane, C.E.O. of
BAM Group Ireland

Kevin Lane, C.E.O. of
Irish Dairy Board

“

The younger
generation is
also taking a
great interest in
the farming
industry”

Siobhan Talbot,
Managing Director
of Glanbia

Country faces explosion of office space demand

Theo Cullinane, C.E.O of BAM
Group Ireland

THeO CuLLinane, C.e.O. of baM Group ireland, one of the country’s leading construction businesses, believes that the group is perfectly positioned
to play a major part in building office space for the big players.
Formed in ireland in 1958, the group started as a civil engineering company constructing much-needed infrastructure in the areas of energy, marine and transportation, trading under the name of ascon. in 2003, baM
acquired the shareholding of ascon. Over the intervening decades, the Group
has morphed into a one-stop- shop building business, providing a multiplicity of services such as property development, construction, rail infrastructure, facility management and mechanical and electrical services.
as part of the Dutch Plc – Royal baM Group, baM Group ireland is the
only Plc construction business operating in a market populated with family-owned firms. During the recession this Plc status carried many advantages for baM, as Mr. Cullinane explains: “There’s been very little credit
available. as we’re part of a Plc, we are able to access funds from our Dutch
parent to invest particularly in public private partnerships (P.P.P.)”
Where there’s a shortage of funding for strategic infrastructure, the
government uses the P.P.P. model to attract investment directly from

Premium quality is added value for
Irish dairy products sold on
international markets

capable businesses. baM is the
biggest player in the country in the
P.P.P. market according to Mr. Cullinane, and thus in line for continuing its significant involvement in
these large-scale infrastructural
projects.
Participating in major projects kept
the funding stream alive for the company and indeed the country during
the deepest part of the recession.
They were awarded two large P.P.P.
projects including a schools project
worth in the region of 100 to 150
million euros ($ 130 to 193 milion),
built nearly 300,000 sq. ft. of office
space with a developer in Cork and
have just received the go-ahead for
another big office project of some
200,000 sq. ft. in the same city. Despite this, Mr. Cullinane knows ireland needs more office space.
“For the past seven years there
has been very little new office space
built in ireland,” he says. “There’s still
a shortage, particularly in Cork and
Dublin. Large companies such as
Google and Facebook are looking for
a particular type of office quality and
particular layout”.
He says they want big floor plates
and open designs rather than the
small cellular offices that were more
common in the past.

“

Where there’s a
shortage of funding
for strategic
infrastructure, the
government uses
the PPP model to
attract investment”
Theo Cullinane, C.E.O. of
BAM Group Ireland

as well as providing a wealth of
opportunities for his company, ireland’s unique positioning will, Mr.
Cullinane believes, drive the country’s economy forward thanks to further american investment.
“Google now has its head office
in ireland. intel, Facebook, Dell, eMC,
Lilly, Microsoft, Pfizer… they're all expanding so there's a lot of activity
in that space.”
Right now, for baM Group ireland,
and the country itself, as Mr. Cullinane says, “there are lots of pluses
and exciting opportunities.”

New generation in food business
The majority of IDB’s dairy is produced from grass fed farming

“WiTH a sMaLL population in ireland, we only require around 15 percent of the dairy irish farms produce.
at the irish Dairy board, we have the
important job of exporting the majority
of irish dairy to global markets. Our
people are very proud to share the
unique, natural taste of irish dairy
products with consumers around the
world.” says irish Dairy board C.e.O.,
Kevin Lane.
The i.D.b. is over 50 years old and
currently has sales north of €2billion
($2.5 billion). it is the representative
company of the main dairy processors in ireland and markets and sells
their products in over 100 countries.
The company employs more than
3,000 staff and operates across 18
global subsidiaries.
“Origin and identity are what makes
our products different” says Lane.
“irish dairy is produced from grassfed farming, so our cows roam the
pastures, they get plenty of exercise,
rain and grass. They spend approximately 300 days a year in meadows,
which produces a very rich, creamy
natural product. and when we make
that into our butters, cheeses and
powdered products there is a significant difference in taste, mouth-feel
and texture.”
agriculture is a key industry in ireland, worth €24bn to the irish economy. but until recently it was a sector
that had been overlooked, he says.
“We found in ireland that the recession hit really hard and the irish
economy suffered more than most
eu economies. Mainly because the
level of indebtedness and because we
over spent and over expanded in
property. and some of the core, stable industries were no longer seen to
be as exciting as they should have
been.
“Probably in hindsight, an area like
agriculture was one of the sectors
that the majority of investment should
have been going behind. but today
ireland is still a very good place to do
business. We have a lot of pro-business policies.”
The company’s three most important markets are Germany, the u.s.
and the u.K., which have been core
markets since its inception.
but it is the u.s. market Lane says
he is most excited about. “We are
very optimistic as we look towards the
next five years that we can continue
to build a very significant business in
the u.s.”

The company has two separate
businesses in america: its branded
consumer arm, which sells $100m of
premium dairy products per year to
consumers; and two cheese and dairy
processing plants, which produce ingredients, used in the food manufacturing industry, and are expected
to drive $130m in sales this year.
Premium dairy is produced in ireland and sold under the Kerrygold
banner, a brand Mr. Lane says has a
resonance of “sincerity, quality and
safety” for the u.s. consumer. “Our
great customers in the states are continually increasing their share of Kerrygold butters and indeed a range of
specialty and premium cheese.” That
part of the business has experienced
double-digit growth for the past five

Kevin Lane,
C.E.O. of Irish Dairy Board
years, but he sees potential for further gains.
“Today while we service a large
number of customers we are still only available in a number of stores and
are reaching a small part of the total
part of the u.s. population.”
The company’s processing businesses are in Wisconsin and Minnesota. “We have created capacity to
make up another 40,000 tons of
processed cheese in that market.”
The goal is to generate $500m in
sales over the next five years. “The
u.s. is probably the market we are
most excited about as we look out,
in terms of growth.”
He says: “We have always found
that doing business in america is an
open and positive experience and we
look forward to continuing to build

strong relationships with our u.s. customers and consumers.”
but the company is also keen to
grow in the emerging markets of China, the Middle east and africa. While
its core markets have typically grown
1-2 per cent per annum, growth here
is expected to rise by 5-7 per cent.
in some of these markets, such as
sub-saharan africa, consumers’ first
taste of dairy products will be through
the Kerrygold brand.
imminent changes to eu policy could also boost growth closer to
home. along with other european
dairy producers, Lane is eagerly awaiting the elimination of milk quotas on
april 1, 2015, which will remove the
requirement of member states to produce a pre-determined amount of
produce or pay a financial penalty. He
believes many dairy farmers in the
eu are at a watershed moment.”
“april 1, 2015 is etched into all
of our minds. We are excited and
looking forward to this new dawn for
dairy farming in ireland and the
ground-breaking opportunities it will
bring. as we prepare for this post
quota environment, the need to show
consumers the premium attributes of
irish dairy products has never been
more important.”
Lane would also like to see a similar relaxation in trade restrictions between the u.s. and ireland. “We would
very much welcome a trade agreement between the u.s. and eu. We
have a very large aspiration to grow
in the u.s. and regard it as a fantastic country with an open mind for import of dairy products. We would love
to see irish dairy products move into the states without quotas and without restrictions.”
but he recognizes the government’s
role in balancing the opportunities for
dairy with some of the threats to agriculture.
“but just like concessions are being
removed e.u. wide on april 1, i can’t envisage a market as i look out in the next
10 years, that is limited, trade-reduced
or restricted. The whole premise of lifting the e.u. quotas is to allow the world
to trade more freely in markets that are
based on quality, price and service. so
how can you have false barriers erected between nations? i don’t think that
is going to last long.
“We are entering a world with more
communication, more freedom, more
connectivity. and i think we will have
a world with more free trade.”
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“

We are building the first new dairy facility in a
generation in the country”
Siobhan Talbot, Managing Director of Glanbia

GLanbia was created out of a merger
of two quoted irish food companies in
1997 - avonmore and Waterford, which
in turn grew out of the consolidation of
farmers’ co-ops in the 1960s. Today it
is a Global performance nutrition and ingredients group headquartered in Kilkenny ireland, with operations in over 30
countries; exports to 130 markets, sales
of over €3billion and employs 5,000
staff.
“We are a very different organization
now to what we were back then. in the
early 2000s we set our sights on the
area of nutrition and have grown significantly since,” says group managing director siobhan Talbot. Despite its
transformation, the name Glanbia - which
means “pure” in irish - is still reflective
of its heritage of sustainable dairy production, says Talbot.
it now has four segments: a global
ingredients business predominantly
based in idaho; a global nutrition business; a domestic Dairy ireland segment;
and four strategic joint ventures.
early on the company recognized the
potential of whey - the bi-product of cheese
production - as a sports nutrition
ingredient. its richness in amino acids
make it ideal for muscle building and
muscle recovery applications in sports
nutrition. For many years Glanbia has
been at the forefront for developing applications for whey.
“ in 2008, we bought Optimium nutrition (On) - a sports nutrition customer
of our u.s. dairy ingredients business .
This acquisition brought u.s. from being one of the largest b2b suppliers of
whey ingredients to also being one of
the largest branded providers of whey
based sports nutrition products in the
u.s..
indeed we followed up the On acquisition with the acquisition of bsn in
early 2011. The combination of the two
businesses made u.s. the largest sports
nutrition provider not just in the u.s. but
also worldwide,” Talbot said.
in its latest results Glanbia posted
strong revenue growth of 8 percent to

€3.3bn - and its a trajectory the company aims to continue over the next five
years, with organic growth ambitions of
8-10 percent per annum. although further acquisitions “in the right space” are
also on the cards, says Talbot.
in particular there is significant potential for further growth in the global nutrition market, which is estimated to be
worth $5bn with much of that concentrated within the u.s..
The u.s. is already Glanbia’s biggest
market for nutrition products, with Germany, u.K., brazil and australia also
significant regions.
“We have really strong brands in nutrition. We are continuing to outpace
market growth in the u.s.. and we are
bringing the brands internationally. That
is going to fuel top line growth and earnings growth over the next five years.
“We are very loyal to our consumer
in the body-building and muscle building space. it is attracting other consumers interested in health, wellness
and fitness. if you want to tone up, build
muscle or recover, our products will
meet all those needs. so it might be
rugby players or cyclists, or people in
mainstream sports,” she says.
“in the u.s. what is interesting is the
scale of our footprint. We are the number one producer of american-style
cheddar cheese through our whollyowned operations with a very good
strategic joint venture we have in Mex-

ico.”
“We acquired a German ingredients
business in 2004 and followed it up in
2006 with an acquisition of a similar
business in California. These two combined have allowed u.s. to develop into the 2nd largest provider of vitamin and
mineral premix solutions globally,” Talbot added.
Given its global reach, the company
has been relatively shielded from the
impact of the irish recession.
“The company has a strong portfolio of businesses that are counter-cyclical. When i speak to investors - both
current and prospective - they are excited about the strategy we have.”
Dairy sales in ireland account for just
7% of Glanbia’s business. Talbot says
in this respect the domestic avonmore
brand has been most challenged.
but confidence is returning to the irish
economy and the elimination of milk
quotas in the eu - which mean member states will no longer have to produce
a controlled amount of produce - is
something domestic farmers are particularly excited about. “For the first time
since the 80s we won’t have that ceiling of production. Our supplier base has
already expressed a desire to grow output by well over 50 percent by 2020,”
she says.
“We are building a new facility in south
Kilkenny worth over €150m - the first new
dairy facility in a generation in the country. That will be a powder processing
plant, predominantly for africa and asia,”
she says.
Talbot believes Glanbia as a business, and indeed ireland as an island,
has the assets, both physical and intellectual, to take advantage of the long
term global demand for high quality food
and nutrition.
“We have a pre-existing global image
of a “green” island. We have a sustainable, grass-based production system
with its associated low-carbon footprint.
There is a growing urbanised market
from which ireland as a food exporting
nation can benefit,” she concludes.

